Pet Alert Card
For your peace of mind and the safety of your pets

Big Tree for Animals created this card to protect your pets if something happened to you when you are out leaving your pets at home. By carrying this card in your wallet with your other ID, they’ll know you have pets at home who needs immediate attention. Select two trusted friends or family members and write down names and phone numbers on this card who can take care of your pets in case of an emergency. This would be especially good if you live alone with your pets. *You may not reproduce, copy, or redistribute the design or layout of this Pet Alert Card for profit.

One sided Pet ID Card with Dog & Cats or Birds & Rabbit illustration (pick the one you’d like!)

▼ Cut dotted line place it in your wallet (Recommend laminating for durability.)

http://bigtreeforanimals.org/pets-alert-card

Created by: BigTreeForAnimals.org

Big Tree for Animals is not responsible for any issue or damage that may arise as a result of using this card.